
On a cold, sunny New Year’s Day, Milah and I spoke with legend Dame Dar-
cy at the Dizzy Headquarters in Brooklyn, NY. We talked about mermaids, 
movies, general injustice, the struggle to make one’s art into a career, magic, 
realness, and everything else. Dame has been doing her thing forever, with 
no apparent breaks, persistently pushing her world into new realms, building 
its annexes on all possible platforms. Dame’s world is fucked up femme-y/
frantic/aquatic/horrific/hilarious, and as they love to say, Neo-Victorian. It is 
also just her world, if you know what I mean. 

As a teen I ate up Meat Cake Bible, and it did feel bible-ish; packed with the 
inky, girly, line drawings I craved. As an eternal Drawing Head, I was moved 
by her clear dedication to the practice. It seemed that drawing itself held her 
world. To create so much depth with the most simple materials, to see time 
like that... it was spiritual.
 
It is easy to look up Dame’s most celebrated accomplishments, of which 
there are many, and I do encourage you to do so. But what you might not 
know is that Dame came up in tiny Idaho towns, the daughter of a sign paint-
er. She told us that her family only had dusty Victorian books on the shelves, 
and so as a kid in the 70s and 80s she basically didn’t know what year it was. 
Dame now lives outside of Savannah, Georgia, where lately she has been 
crewing on a Vietnam Vet’s boat, and is working towards getting her own 
captains license. Dame is also a warm, smiling force, and a duly exceptional 
storyteller.

On New Year’s Eve, the night before our interview, Milah and I went to see 
Dame perform at the Coney Island Freak Show. She immediately invited us 
backstage, where we drank champagne with the other mermaids. The whole 
crew was rowdy, painting their faces beneath the vanity bulbs. Before the 
show began, Dame unloaded on me a pile of gifts: stickers, pins, a DVD, and 
a small wooden owl.

I am forever returning to the concept of The Gift in art. It’s a pervasive, re-
freshing, and a perpetually juicy medium. As Dame was putting all of this stuff 
into my bag, I realized the extent to which her work embodies the act of giv-
ing – her books, videos and performances are all rich in a special occasion 
type of way, imbued with a bizarre thoughtfulness.

I met Dame once prior, at the Poetic Research Bureau in Los Angeles, where 
she laid out for me her unforgettable vision of the Meat Cake Mansion. A 
thrilling prospect, and essentially a 4D manifestation of the world she’s cre-
ated through her interdisciplinary, patchworked career. Picture a Georgia 
mansion, a la DD, every corner carefully drawn and filled with dolls. Packed 
but clean, dripping but dry? Picture a hotel full of Dame’s time. Dame makes 
it clear to us that the patchworking has been a relentless struggle, and for 
several reasons she is pissed and disappointed. But her commitment to her 
characters, their morals and their humor, glimmers as an example of unapol-
ogetic creative action. And for it to be built into an adult-sized doll house – 
what more could we ask for?

At midnight all of us at the Coney Island Freak Show ran out to the pier. The 
fireworks were ON, despite earlier threats of cancellation due to rain. Per-
haps a less twisted version of a Meat Cake antic: us ladies running through 
the cold, laughing maniacally, teeth chattering, breathing quick vaporous 
puffs. I felt like a doll in my headscarf and tiny skirt, bouncing along in simple 
frames. The boardwalk lights bled into the mist, the ocean roared and… ev-
erything wet cried with joy. If only our lace trains had been dragging behind 
us, nasty on the pavement. 
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